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"See Petra and live." In 2005. Documentary brings together the Petra walking with
the myth of Red Rock. Participants: Meir Har-Zion, Rachel Savorai, Wave
Berman (son of Dimitri Berman), rose (sister of Eric Magar) KUSHI RIMON, Yigal
Haskin and Yossi Feldman. Production&Direction - Ekel Sivan ,
Channel 2 , Running time 50 minutes .

Ekel Sivan .
director of the
film:

23.9.2005 |

Rachel Savorai, "Petra initially hid from us, and we found her she
would not let us out"
Photo-DIRECTOR: Ekel Sivan

Infiltration was Jordan Red Rock Summit
aspirations of young Israel in the fifties. More
beauty of the place, pulled them adventure,
risk and aura. Director Ekel Sivan
assembled a new documentary travelers
returning life, family of travelers who were
murdered on the way, guys almost drove a
pair revitalized the tradition of stealth river
Arnon actually - and even rare agreement of
Meir Har - Zion photographed.

been in his youth in the Eyen - Harod Meir Har - Zion
loners. "Estate", he called zoo where he spent hours
vacations army. Fate has placed his estate in front of a
room of Rachel Savorai economy, Palmachnik past,
participants in "Night of the Bridges." She was 27,
"Mountain" - as the neighborhood Meir Har - Zion only 19., But it likewise love animals and would jump
zoo's reclusive young.
incidentally discovered them common denominator.
both were crazy about hiking. while Savorai heard
quickly - Score trip bold made from - Rachel visible Capricorn through Jordanian territory, and the promise
that someday will lead an army, Wish harbored intense
upload it long ago. "How about Petra?" asked Mount -

Zion. "Well, yes," replied the laconic language.
they set off on May 1953, creating the myth of Petra.
15th were followed in the following years to the site
magnificent Nabatean Jordan, only three returned
alive. '"see Petra and live.' so called documentary
film of Ekel Sivan, shown this month at the Tel - Aviv
and Rosh Hashanah will be screened on Channel
2. Sivan, who directed the film including 'journey to
decipher the human brain and Trilogy documentaries
on autism, another new film traces the myth of Petra,
and trying to find an answer to a central question: was
this crazy period, or a youthful, bold?

One by one, the darkness of the evening, the actors come inn 101
of Simon (Negro) Pomegranate Prairie. Hence, from a well - Rest
of yesteryear, surged Mount - Score and Savorai their
journey. Grenade attended last journey to Petra, 59. deciphered
at first light the human jigsaw elected director. Savorai and
pomegranate are representatives of adventurers. Alongside two
family members of Ftraim: Ward courteous, sister of Eric Magar the leader of the five who were killed in the summer of 53 Petra
strong; wave Berman, the son of the late Dmitry Berman, in '56
came back safely, but his traveling companion, Dror Levi , was
shot by the Jordanians. now go with these two red rock then
dreamed of Petra and came to her, but now know it lines on the
palm of their hand. Yigal Haskin, veteran tour guide, was
scheduled to participate in 53 'campaign of five, and fortunately
left behind. Yossi Feldman ("Arab"), currently CEO of the
Preservation Council, will expose the film was uncertain
adventure in Jordan., And Meir Har - Zion? State of health does
not allow him to join the campaign, although conditions
pampering offered him the director. Represents the bride Siegel. Simon
Unwrap the legendary mother-in-first agreed Petra story in front
of TV cameras in his home in the north.

Petra stories sparked her imagination. And she read the book of
Moses Mossinson Letters from the desert, and
enthusiasm.Mossinson visited Petra during the Mandate period,
when he served in the British army, and wrote about it to his
daughter Deborah, Deborah writer Omar today.

Savorai promised herself to follow him, the question was only
who.And meetings with Mount - Rating petting zoo discovered
her partner.Har - Zion, who lived with his father in the eye Harod, not mingling instead. Trips and adventures were for him
an outlet for loneliness, age 17, came out with Rose, his sister, a
walk around the lake, which ended in a Syrian prison. The bill
with captors closed reprisals north. Rose, who was an
adventurer like him, murdered her boyfriend by Bedouins from
upstream - beds. Har - Zion did not forgive. When his military
service was a violent vendetta across enemy lines. 'Rose
Mansion' farm he called after his release. Har - Zion Unit 101
was a hero and paratroopers. revered figure. aged 21, was the
youngest captain in the army, without undergoing officer training
course ."Boldest warrior since Bar - Kochba," said his chief of

(Negro) grenade, Ekel Sivan Yossi Feldman

Been traveling south to the atmosphere begins to
bubble, us, SUV of Sivan, in Haskin and
Feldman. Haskin: "I met Thursday night leaving Petra,
Palmach veterans at Hill - Brenner, and I saw them in
the same care and concern."
Feldman: "We did not know fear, and borders was not
the meaning of the day.We were attracted to what used
to reach: Hermon, Moab, and of course Petra. I believe
that the journey from Jerusalem to Ein - Capricorn
through the Judean Desert, while entering into
Jordanian control, I did just before Mount - Zion. It was
our way of life. Probably born curious and
adventurous. "
border terminal west, north to Eilat. previous trip to
Petra bore here Photos King Hussein. Their place was
taken giant photo of King Abdullah. Jordanian receives
us in friendship, no need to sneak. Aqaba heading
north, about a hundred miles, Petra.
Even if you were here, always will be surprised again.
appearance breathtaking. After crossing the Sick

staff. "Icon paratroopers fighting the entire army," Sharon
wrote. September 56, injured mountain - very hard to score a raid
on a police - Rhuoh Jordan. Emergency throat surgery,
performed in saving his life.Illustrious warrior lost capacity
where speech and injured his hands.many years is a loner his
cattle ranch and rarely give interviews, let alone when it comes to
a television interview. But Sivan is the company who are not
familiar with the word "no." Two weeks before filming Petra I go
with him to the north, to Mount - Zion. We find it surrounded by
stunning views up the level - a star, a star at the Crusader
Fortress - Jordan. When he notices a television camera, smile
disappeared from his face. Stubborn refusal. Sivan telephone
summons Sigal, the bride serves as coordinator of training on
the nearby bridge. She joins the efforts of persuasion, arguing
S"lmsfhh very important to have documentation. " ice melted
slowly monastic apartment mountain - Zion. When the opposition
finally removed him Sivan presents aerial photographs of Petra,
taken a few days earlier paragliding. Har - Zion on and returns at
once 52 years back.Remarks are presented in conjunction with
the movie's testimony Savorai.

(Gorge in Hebrew), narrow canyon and dim, we find
ourselves without notice at the foot of a huge structure
and spectacular, this is Haznt flows (Treasure Pharaoh)
pink and coveted record All of the inevitable trip to
Jordan. shows of a lifetime. hewn building, forty feet
tall. Bedouin believe the jug on the head of one of the
columns hidden treasure of Pharaoh. interior is empty
space, all the amazing palace's role is to shield an
ancient burial site, one of many in the area, tell us what
remains of the Nabatean Petra is one big graveyard.

Souls out landscapes
Savorai Rachel looks concentrated. 53 'She was

here before everyone else.Now she returns to Petra for
the third time since the signing of the peace
agreement. Sivan asks her to play the story center of
the site. Savorai, another eighty years, is not interested
in the assumptions. "The altar," she calls, and cargo
ignoring years begins a relentless climb many steps to
reach a goal, and the crowd followed.
Savorai is the last idealists of the kibbutz
movement. White hair - silver. A determined look in her
eyes blue. Furrowed face. Voice hoarse. Her first name
is not given at random: her mother, Sarah Itzkr Savorai was the poet Rachel's friends. As her health
deteriorated, she asked her friends to call their
daughters poet in her name. Savorai won. It carries
with it a vague memory, from the age of three and a
half, on a visit to Rachel lying on his deathbed.
Savorai increased eye - Harod. Teacher Moshe Carmi
planted it like a mountain - Zion, the heat of the tour,
"but then, when it was dangerous, not past the fence.
While we were boarding the vineyards to the top of the
Gilboa and he was pointing at distant landscapes, his
soul went out to them." She insisted to join the
Palmach, contrary to the decision of the members.
Following Revivim Petra moved due to a dispute with
the economy, and engaged in teaching.

Almost hopeless case

Repayment Haznt Palace

Hidden treasure vase.

"Petra was a dream for us incomprehensible," says Har
- Zion. "I wanted to get there no matter what. Was a
soldier in the Nahal Brigade, 101st ago. All around the
journey with Rachel was top secret. Not a word. We
hitchhiked to the main highway. So we can have less to
carry, left the bulk of the equipment in Danny Mountain
- house, near Camp Works. Walked 17 miles to Beer rest where we crossed the border. "
Rachel Savorai: "Record excitement was at the altar.
Here we Petra, the capital of the Nabataeans.'s capital
red, Moses turned to the Queen and asked, 'Let me
pass through dates in your country, with a promise not
to enter the field and vineyard. king of Edom refused
and threatened,' No, that sword'll come to you. 'Here I
am with a feeling of victory. "
"not internalized then the armistice border, "says
Savorai altar, at the top of Petra. "We saw the corridor
for peace in the future. Outset wrong way.

Rachel Savorai: "Here we are climbing and before our eyes we
discover fantastic views colored van - Gociim spectacular, as if
some artist painted where the walls. Peak excitement was at the
altar. Here we Petra, the capital of the Nabataeans, the capital of
Edom, Moses turned to the Queen and asked, 'Let me pass
through please your country, with a promise not to enter the field
and vineyard. king of Edom refused and threatened, 'No, that
sword'll come to you.' Here I am, with a sense of victory, we did it
".

In the morning went on the trip. Arnon River. Yossi Feldman
should now confess even a good youth. He stands with a
grenade in front of the camera, because there is a sound one
delegation, the question who will be the 'Bowman' seize the
microphone pole. Jordanian policeman volunteer. See and
believe. Feldman and grenade back 40 years back. Feldman then
conducted a field school eye - Capricorn, and pomegranate was
cultivated. Feldman: "fathers of travelers - Zeev Vilnai, who
showed us his views on glass slides, and Joseph Breslavi heard of Arnon, and every day we saw the river on the other side
of the Dead Sea and to not reached. Myself I would not run the
risk of getting there. Someday I grabbed the nigga and I him, 'If
you were a person, we would perform. nigga did not think twice:'
I Mbtih'. namely, how it was playful, this time I seduced him. had
a choice? was his boss. " grenade toting speedboat from DSW
and motor sailed the 13, and buried equipment and jerry cans of
fuel in hiding. Darkness crossed the Dead Sea and came to
Arnon. They returned safely, but there was a commotion around
the poaching of a grenade. When looking for him, he was in the
UK. He returned to the Six Day War and stopped, then it was
Feldman released him. He'd better.

three groups not where
we Bir - Mdc major, the last stop in Jordan. Only three other
groups are discussed out of Petra, and their people
perished. March 57, came from Yotvata Menahem Ben - David,
Dan Gilead, Ram Pragai and Kalman Milevsky - and where. Erb
similar fate in November of that year Mordecai again and Amiram

Geographical map of 1 250 thousand impossible to
know the exact surface. Well when we got to the cliff
and it was clear we were wrong, I said nothing. Speech
in such a place may have turned. Without agreed,
generally, Meyer, Soldier who had recently joined the
army, took the lead.'s me, his senior, was in the
Palmach and stayed Corporal Corporal. I trusted him. "
"plan was to go for two days, but because the map we
got lost, we got lost, we got lost," continued Har - Zion.
business took twice the time. marched night and day
hid. whenever possible I was asleep, and Rachel would
wake me up on time.
One mistake saved our lives. to one place to turn
north,
Headed east. We heard dogs barking and changed
direction. We had a good map and we were getting on
the right path, the Bedouin have noticed something
different than usual wake and catch us. "
They said they were both so young to be scared, did
not prevent moments of terror. excitement landscapes
covered everything. Mount - Rating: "We started to
climb Instead of sand Novi. Something amazing. So
pretty indescribable, when Petra opened at once like
us. "

Pizza is not the supreme satisfaction of the difficulties
below. Mountain - Rating: "We have been the third
night. Pitch dark. Sirocco terrible. Rise and fall, rise.
Started to nest us fear we a lost cause. Suddenly we
saw a path. Eye out for us in front of him. Went to him
and walked until we reached the terrible plight. Hell,
what do? finding a place that seemed safe and
asleep. When we woke up, we decided to find a way no
matter what. We found a small gorge. went down
carefully before stumbling back water. washed a bit.
separately, not together. then we would not be friends.
ate what was left and we proceeded. Suddenly, ten
yards away, a Bedouin weeded., or - Yu - Vivi, do
undulates? instantly disappeared Bedouin. nowhere to
go? hour later came the reply. shots. hid it to pass. As
we moved, had a fever is something intolerable. Dining
- nothing. almost sense of despair. was only when we
got to the main highway and saw the sign water
department of the Ministry of Agriculture, breathed a
sigh of relief. " Savorai "exit Petra was the most
frightening. guard Jordan stepped through the
doorway concluded.'s it, they must have found
something. saw an Arab with a torch urge members to
look . had no choice but to go back. night was dark. did
not even one star. did not see anything, the area plays
tricks and we do not know if we advancing or
retreating. rose son thought after the initially
dismissed as hiding from us now, we have found it , is
do not let go. felt trapped. " Meir Har - Rating:
"Suddenly, ten yards away Badawi weeding., or - Yu Vivi. whether undulates? Bedouin gone in a moment.
nowhere to go? hour later came the reply. shots. hid
up storm passed. As we moved was something
unbearable heat. Dining - nothing. almost a sense of

Schiff Ramla police officers.But the end we will focus on the
stories of the other group, nothing could convey the spirit of the
context of Petra. August 53, gathered on a journey Gila Ben Akiva village - Joshua, Eric Magar kind - Iron, Mary Monderer
Haifa, Eitan Mintz village - Maas and Jacob Klifld (Kalk) planting
stock. Arriving police Bir - Med reactor, 15 kilometers from the
Israeli border, apparently to seek help after the injury of one of
them, a Jordanian soldier shot them closely. "Eric was the
moving spirit in the group and its leader," says Yigal Haskin
village - Bilu near abandoned police building. "We knew trips
Moshav Movement. Was eccentric with a passion to his tour,
hippie kind of day. Was able to disappear us in the middle of a
trip, and suddenly, at elevations from one organ sounds, we
know where he is. In 51 'or 52' is invited me to participate in the
big hike "along the Egyptian border, but a journey to Petra
refused to take me. He said I was too young and assured me that
I leave next journey." the sister said Magar, from the chivalrous
Ward - Sharon, you can understand that power in the world was
able to stop him on the way to Petra. "When Eric was 16, held a
youth up to Masada. Erik wanted to participate and parents were
afraid. Then it was a mortal danger that had fallen off a cliff and
died. 'Long enough to reach Masada, said his parents. For him it
was a disaster. A year later, no stopped him on the way there.,
and after the turn he wanted to get to Petra. " character of Ethan
Mintz, as described by her brother, Nir Nitzan (deputy song 'Hill
Hthmost') could possibly help in deciphering the myth of Petra.
"jealous of us, older than me, for engaging in the war of
liberation.The volunteer spirit of our father suffered, who
volunteered to serve in the British Army during World War
II. Although Ethan's teacher told him he was born to be a
mathematician, but like any good guys he insisted study
agriculture mikveh - Israel. At age 17 he joined the Palmach., He
wrote to parents: 'How can I learn mikvah, when I see through the
window the organizing convoys, including armed Sten girls my
age?'. After the war he moved with his love of all walks Negev.
Perspective, going to Petra was a natural extension. " When five
organized their journey, danger hovered in the
air.Companionship, Hadassah Avigdori, spared no effort to
thwart the intention to leave. "I tried to convince each of them
individually to give up," she recalls. "But they laughed and
dismissed the danger. They said, 'Eric, who knew out of difficult
situations the innocence of a child, nothing will happen.'" "It can
not be that Mary responded that way." Live Moran says his sister
Miriam Monderer, which was then a student. "She was too
serious to laugh at the words of others. Seem to have thought it
would cancel its participation if it does not look like a safe. Is not
canceled. Exit Petra is seen signing a certain period in her
life." Monderer's boyfriend, a Holocaust survivor who lived alone
Yehiam, did not accept the loss and killed himself. Savorai
Rachel took part in containment efforts. "Gila Ben - Akiva was a
sister to me. She was warned between us, but she had obviously
go follow me Petra. I was the one who told her about organizing
team of Eric. While approaching their departure, I was not quiet.
Sitting with them and Mary and I tried to persuade them to give
up . to no avail. Till now I can not forgive myself. " Radio
Ramallah interrupted its broadcasts and told about the incident
that killed five Israelis. Ward chivalrous brief knowledge exam in
the evening Saturday, and was beside herself. "At first I tried to
convince myself that it might be a different group. While walking I
realized that happened to us the worst. Swayed like a palm frond

desperation "

UN observers in disguise

grenade hear the story of Savorai excited on his non shaven smile is very certain that his Petra Petra was
not exactly a mountain - Zion Savorai, expedition of six
years ahead of him. "They did it out of patriotism. For
me it was like Suicide Kings, I did it out of
adventure. To this day I do things that standard.
" personal story unusual to amaze. best of our
correspondents fell into the trap and described it like
101, but he was only 14 years old when this unit is
operated. admiration mountain - Zion and his friends
used to anchor grenade, who grew up without parents
in adoptive family in Tel - lentils and then kind - Harod,
and from early childhood was adventurous rogue and
groundbreaking. their story dismissed his Hinds
unique way. "Having grown up in the lap of mountain Rating kibbutz, I had to get to Petra is like," he says,
and damaging her darkness of his daughter Rachel,
many of the families are familiar with the story. Rachel
comes to tour religious boarding school in Safed
where she learns. sings, Mother conversion
repentance with her children, not sure grenade, father
of twelve children of both wrists marriage, get along
with upheavals., but when Rachel speeding nobility
noble horse is very apparent that the daughter - of - a
Negro. 59th, grenade army. "was twenty," he recalls.
"know that 12 of our guys died because of Petra, but I
had to get there. Sneak place like everyone else, I had
a creative idea how to do it in style. When I looked for a
partner, I contacted all Hfiitrim afraid. Only Victor
agreed, and is more suitable for them all. " Victor
Friedman was a new immigrant from California who
volunteered to serve in the military, and when artillery
was placed on the transfer paratroopers
insisted. Shock accent the cover story of the
pomegranate, which are UN observers from Canada
and from Colombia. They dragged 'Station Willis' UN
parking lot at Government House in Jerusalem, in
accordance with the improvised uniforms, badges and
medals purchased and prepared maps, jerry cans and
other equipment. Friedman typing - writing the papers
and brought dollars, a gun and a camera. they picked
up a hitchhiker Badawi and his people came to
Petra. When police identified Petra observer, were even
dedicated guide. Journey successful impeccable.
Moreover Jordanian Legionnaires whom were
photographed, grenade promised to bring them the
photos within two weeks. they are arrested on their
return into Israel, and being 'honest took me to a
psychiatric examination at crazy. "After a field trial and
Friedman were placed grenade behind bars, and only
pardoned them organized high early release. compared

and cried. Had the feeling that one as Y (Haskin) they would not
get in Bir - Med reactor." chivalrous goes to where the shot five,
and suddenly remembering past hit 'Red Rock."Really did not
like how Arik Lavie and others sang the song. Had the feeling
that they are not thought to words. Always been out
performances that made the" red rock. "But our first visit to Petra
after the peace, when someone singing it with feeling against
Haznt repayment, It was one of the most moving moments of my
life, yes, life. has no stone is worth living. "

grenade, carrying on Friedman quickly plunged back to
obscurity Kibbutz Gadot. now is on holiday
abroad. How renounced his adventure shows daughter
Petra, ripple Danieli. "All these years we have not
heard in a father's journey to Petra," she says.

Boat carrying Negro

sound flute accompanies us as we were going from the
altar. Young Bedouin playing it like to order. Not far
from turning the photographer, Yuval Dax, the camera
at a great bearded man dimensions, Givat wide brim
shielding his ponytail hairstyle. This wave Berman, a
computer level - Rachel. He pulls out his wallet a tiny
photo of a handsome soldier: "This is my
father." Dmitry Berman, rising from the Soviet Union at
that time was a paratrooper, commander of the
grenade. "Explore Christmas" sets it joined the army,
Nir Nitzan.
determined to Petra Following Mountain - Zion, Dmitry
Berman sought to challenge partner. He found Dror
Levy, Ben founders Herzliya and his paratroopers, who
participated in a dozen reprisals, April 56, managed to
get to Petra, linked to a group of tourists. exit away
they were ambushed by soldiers guard the Jordanian
desert and opened fire on them. Levy had died instead,
and Bremen, with huge power escaped crawl away
when he was wounded. way into Israel leans on
walking Ckb Czech rifle.
four days before the WTC disaster died Berman, who
was a builder of Ashdod. "My father was not the
numbers, to the end of his life, used to refer to actions
which he was involved as such should not talk about
them" , says his son. "the full version of his Petra
heard only when I was 16. I was proud of him for doing
something that few have done likewise. "
movie, the words of Dmitry Berman videos. "We
wanted to be a mountain - Zion," he said to the camera.
"main thing was to get like Petra and tell later
guys. Advance, each of us took into account 50
percent will not return. "
already evening, Sivan film heroes convenes
roundtable at the Hotel Movenpick. "Hopefully," says
Feldman, "we did not understand the movie Petra went
crazy.This was the atmosphere. Petra was intense
before traveling to Eilat, and previously was the
highlight side. We felt as representing an entire
community. "
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Front amazing structure H'zant
repayment Photo: Jordanian
Ministry of Tourism in 2005

Petra walking out from Beer rest, crossed the border to Jordan and
Distance about 28 .navigated through Wadi Wadi Musa or thinking
.Rachel's route map Savorai and Meir Har Zion.miles

Icon Haftarah:
Painting by .Hh'zana
David Roberts, 1839

ters and travel departments . Dan Rabinowitz writes , is one of the strangest and most fascinating Israeli history Th
of youth movements, anyone nestled into, or wished to shelter ' .going to Petra, along Excellence in the battlefield
eir Har - Zion, .But, in the fifties, few realized their dream of going to Petra and very few were able to return home s
o separate campaigns 7991 .Years - ten young men and women were shot and killed during that decade trying to g
it, she added Petra to ignite the imagination of the young .fear that more young people will be tempted to go there'R
tly also , and drama radio, magazines and brochures, publicist articles, literature , reviews and comments in the da

ra are from the first century .In 1812 came the first tourists to Petra - Hsoitzri Burckhard who published it in public
.In 1881 visited the renowned scholar Henry Tristram and scientific arch
.s 'and 40s' Israeli tourists visited Petra many of them Zeev Vilnai, Dov Hoz, Arthur Ruppi

The first group
ants in from )79( Meir Har-Zion and )71( Rachel Savorai In May 1953 two young men went to Petra .took y
rough Wadi Abu Thinking back to Petra and W adi Musa through . Parachute Patrol and a founder of the u
.Battalion 890 immediately circulated among travelers Palmach veterans, soldiers and P
Second group
ead Kfar Yehoshua reconnaissance platoon commander of the Palmach, and her best friend Rachel Savor
click ,Tikva seat Maas near Petah )70(Eitan Mintz ,from Haifa )70( Mary Monderer ,of Moshav Ein Iron )
.Professor. Vilnai and prof. Glick and Rachel Savorai course. late August the bodies were

Jacob Klifld
Third group

eir Har-Zion and course Mci"m command , Both graduates ofCompany A .)78( Dimitri Berman and )78( Dr
descendant of the founders of Rosh Pina and the first "guard. " Dimitri Berman, a brave warrior and strong
.in 1950 and educated at Kibbu

Dimitri's photo collection, essays and newspaper
clippings:Courtesy of the wave zone.

Their photographs from the collection
Dror and Dimitri Petra
to the record Lmbtzam heroic in 1956

Dimitri Berman
Dror Levy
Journalists, Bernheimer , Sieradzki , Rosenfeld and Dror Levy holds an Uzi front of cave tombs.
others interviewed Dimitri and accurately To see the collection of rare pictures, click
documented the story of their journey to Petra and
the picture
Dror Levy's murder.
Fourth group
In March 1957 went to
Petra four: The
)78( Ram Pragai Jumper
Tel Aviv, Graduate School
of "balls", graduate
Company course Mci"m
of Elisha complete and C
first paratroopers fighting
(Cycle 56)., and infantry
Dan Gilad Menahem Ben - Kalman drew
Ram Pragai
Menachem Ben ,soldiers
David
from )78( David
Jerusalem, Graduate
The ".School of "balls
pulled Kalman officer
Kibbutz )77( )(Slfsky
sparks nucleus guards
and an officer in the
.paratroopers
Kibbutz seed, was shortly unit 101 and participated in retribution )70( Dan Gilad
and their bodies were returned to Israel by the Arab Legion. the last Fourth killed .Nahhalin
Dan's girlfriend Gilad , says Erela ,days of walking four and preparations
Group Five
November 1957 went to
, Amiram Shi,Petra
border guard and his
Mordechai friend
from Ramle )78( Toby
who served in the Air
Years were shot .Force
and killed immediately
after crossing the
border to Jordan the
Arava
article See .region
summarizes academic
retrospectiveon research
the side walk to Petra,
the growth and
development in the
.50th
Map of Zeev Vilnai includes the location of sites in
Mordechai Toby
.Petra
Group Seventh, eighties and nineties
Sixth Group

In the fifties there was no
promenades of backpacking around
the world even in affluent societies
Such Promenades West .of the West
began another few years - so, and
Israel was only in the late
Until 1967, there was no .seventies
place else to replace the myth of
Petra remained the ultimate .Petra
Petra was .destination of the cactus
the farthest place, boldest, most
dangerous, most desert and the
Vast .most legendary existed
expanses of Israeli backpackers
started before the Six Day War, the
first of which the Sinai Peninsula,
were not even a dream lease until
So the walk to Petra in the .1967
eighties and nineties can be set
"Walking anachronistic" (as
). pension Shafran explained

In early 1959 came the
Simon paratroopers Petra
and his ) grenade (Negro
was a friendVictor Friedman
paratrooper and an
The two .American passport
could not on foot but drove
a stolen jeep UN. Negro
joined the Army in October
1956 and was
paratrooperscycle accepted
in 1957. following the
Open Prairie releasecrowed
Inn Eilat Km 101, and in
1978 he published his only
".book "I'm a nigger
In 1960, captured at a well
joined )72( restMoshe Kraus
the Dror Levy on his way to
He questioned, .Petra
returned to Israel and put on
.trial

Simon (Negro)
Pomegranate

Chananel other - August 1990 were
trip to Jerusalem and Lior Mizrahi and again
They .through Wadi Musa Petra arrived
managed to visit, but they began to return,
captured, interrogated and returned to
.Israel
Ali Mustafa November 1991 attempted
Eran Kafr Kana and his friend )77( Mubarak
Shortly .from Tiberias to Petra )79( Korn
after crossing the border in the Arava, they
were perceived by the Jordanians,
.interrogated and transferred to Israel
went to Petra Ophir Axelrod ,August 1993
himself. crossed the border in Be'er Ora.
walked north, the Red Mountains, reaching
Petra, travel day site and continued
caught in one of the valleys by a . north
group of Jordanian soldiers, posed as a
tourist lost his passport, was taken
Investigation and returned to Amman to
Israel, Total move about 150 km, for a week,
.betraying no secret Israeli

Publications on the walk to Petra
to read the articles - Click on the author name in blue
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